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Abstract
We explore how wireless networks can take advan-
tage of bursty links. Measuring 802.15.4 in three
testbeds, we find that most intermediate links are
bimodal: they oscillate between poor and good de-
livery. We present a metric to quantify link bi-
modality and name this value β. We propose an
algorithm that can boost the observed reception
ratio of high β links by trading off latency for ef-
ficiency. We find this policy can reduce end-to-
end route costs by up to 80%, with 20% of routes
improving more than 20%. We examine 802.15.4
physical-layer testbed data as well as traces from
802.11b networks and find β has broader relevance
than the testbeds we measure. Based on these re-
sults, we show how changing a single constant in
a standard sensor network data collection protocol
can reduce transmission counts by 15%.

1. INTRODUCTION
Many deployment experiences have found that

high performance in wireless meshes requires con-
tinually measuring the imperfect and time-varying
wireless channel. Srcr [2], COPE [17], MORE [7],
and ExOR [3] measure the estimated transmission
count (ETX) [9] using periodic broadcasts. ENT
and mETX consider how retransmissions affect losses
to higher-level protocols such as TCP [19], while
ETT (expected transmission time) [10] extends ETX
to consider multi-rate link layers. All of these proto-
cols have shown that using run-time link measure-
ments improves throughput, as nodes can dynami-
cally respond to channel changes.

In this paper, we consider an analogous but sub-
tly different problem, improving transmission effi-
ciency. Rather than try to optimize the number of
packets received, we seek to improve the probability
any given packet is received. Optimizing through-
put makes sense for latency-sensitive, interactive
protocols and applications. But for networks that

are constrained by energy, rather than capacity, re-
ducing the number of packets needed to deliver data
is more important than throughput.

Wireless sensor networks [27, 29] are one extreme
example, where long lifetimes require spreading com-
munication over long periods of deep sleep. Many
sensornets can therefore trade off latency for effi-
ciency. In addition to choosing which node they
transmit to, protocols can also decide when they
transmit. This increased flexibility can improve pro-
tocol efficiency and lengthen node lifetimes.

Deployment studies have found packet delivery
in wireless networks is often bursty [9, 6, 20]. Sec-
tion 2 of this paper presents experimental data we
have gathered on 802.15.4, the dominant low-power
wireless link layer. Measuring three testbeds, we
find that the distribution of observed packet recep-
tion ratios depends on how long one takes to mea-
sure them. Longer measurement periods see more
intermediate-quality links than shorter ones do.

Looking at these results more closely, we find
that many intermediate links are bimodal: they
oscillate between states of high and low reception.
This bimodality causes a high correlation between
packet successes as well as a high correlation be-
tween packet failures. Section 3 introduces a bi-
modality measure, whose value we call β. A β of 1
indicates a high correlation between packet events,
while β=0 indicates packet events are independent.
In one testbed, we find that 40% of intermediate
links have a β value above 0.9, and that bimodality
decays over time. As the interval between packet
sends increases, β shrinks.

These results suggest that controlling when a pro-
tocol transmits can boost link quality. Section 4
measures what happens when a protocol pauses af-
ter a packet delivery failure. As long it delivers
packets successfully, a protocol sends as quickly as
possible, opportunely taking advantage of correlated
successes. Pausing after a lost packet breaks the
correlation between failures. β distributions show



500ms to be a good tradeoff point in the networks
we measured. Using packet traces, we find that
opportune transmissions improve network efficiency
slightly (2-4%), but improve some routes by as much
as 42%, and in some extreme cases by over 80%.

These results are promising, but are they specific
to the testbeds we used, or are they more generally
applicable to wireless meshes? Section 5 examines
the testbed packet traces to find the root causes of
bimodality in 802.15.4. Bimodality in 802.15.4 is
mostly due to small shifts of 1-2dB in received sig-
nal strength, propagation changes that are typical
in real-world networks. Examining data from sev-
eral prior publications on 802.11b [9, 23], we find
in Section 6 that 802.11b observes bimodality simi-
lar to 802.15.4 in both indoor and outdoor environ-
ments (albeit probably for different reasons than
those Section 5 describes), but a 1Mbps outdoor
mesh exhibits very low β values.

All of these measurements suggesting improve-
ments come from post-facto analysis of packet traces.
Section 7 evaluates whether transmitting opportunely
improves protocol efficiency in real networks. It
presents results from modifying a standard sensor-
net protocol’s transmit timing. Changing a sin-
gle protocol constant decreases the overall network
delivery cost by 15%. Furthermore, as transmit-
ting opportunely naturally sends packets in bursts,
it can reduce energy costs by amortizing wakeup
packet costs. Section 8 discusses the relevance of
this paper in respect to related work and concludes.

This paper makes three research contributions.
First, it shows that using periodic control packets
to estimate link quality introduces an inherent bias
and inaccuracy when measuring bimodal links. Sec-
ond, it describes an algorithm to quantify link bi-
modality, and finds this value to have high predic-
tive value. Finally, it proposes a way to improve
efficiency in networks with bimodal links, and ex-
haustively evaluates this approach using traces from
five networks as well as a protocol experiment on a
testbed. Together, these suggest we need to rethink
current approaches to wireless protocol design and
analysis: understanding how protocols perform re-
quires measuring fine-grained temporal properties,
and measuring links with special control packets has
fundamental limitations.

2. 802.15.4 PACKET DELIVERY
This section introduces 802.15.4 and its packet

delivery behavior. It begins with background infor-
mation on 802.15, describes the testbeds we used,
and defines the terminology we use to describe links.
It presents packet delivery results from three testbeds.
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Figure 1: Terminology used to describe links based on
PRR. Poor links have a PRR < 10%, intermediate links
are between 10% and 90%, and good links are > 90%. A
PRR of 100% is a perfect link. A link that receives one or
more packets is a communicating link.

We observe that packet reception ratio distributions
depend on how they are measured. Measurements
over short intervals observe fewer intermediate links
than measurements over longer periods do. The rest
of the paper explores the causes and implications of
this phenomenon.

2.1 802.15.4 and Testbeds
802.15.4 is a IEEE PHY-MAC standard for low

power, low data rate networks. It has a data rate of
250kbps and a range of approximately one hundred
meters. It provides 16 channels, numbered 11-26.
The channels are 5 MHz apart in the 2.4 GHz band
(2405 MHz - 2480 MHz), overlapping with 802.11b
and 802.15.1 (Bluetooth).

We measured 802.15.4 using three wireless sen-
sornet testbeds. Most experiments use the 100 node
Intel Mirage testbed [15]. We also present results
from the 30 node university testbed in UC Berke-
ley’s Soda Hall. The Mirage and university nodes
are on the ceiling. Finally, we examine an outdoor
20 node lake testbed, whose nodes were spaced 4
feet apart in the dry Lake Lagunita lake bed on
Stanford campus. The lake nodes were arranged
in a line and all had clear line of sight. All nodes
in these experiments ran TinyOS [14] and use the
CC2420 802.15.4 chip [8], which provides variable
transmit power control from 0dBm to -20dBm.

2.2 Packet Delivery
Prior studies of wireless networks have observed

that links have a wide range of packet reception ra-
tios (PRR) which can vary significantly over time [1,
5, 23, 21]. To determine whether 802.15.4 behaves
similarly, we measured reception ratios in the uni-
versity, Mirage and lake testbeds. In the rest of
this paper, we describe links as poor, intermediate,
good, or perfect using the definitions shown in Fig-
ure 1 and use the terms link quality and packet
reception ratio interchangeably. As prior studies
have shown 802.15.4 links can vary significantly over
time [21], we measured reception ratios over differ-
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Figure 2: Reception ratio and the CDF of proportion of links in the three testbeds for channel 26. The percentage of
intermediate links is small compared to good and bad links, and it increases as the inter-packet interval increases.

ent time scales by sending 200 broadcasts with vary-
ing inter-packet intervals (IPI, the time between
packet transmissions). We used inter-packet inter-
vals ranging from 10ms up to 15 seconds. All pack-
ets used the standard TinyOS CSMA layer, and we
controlled transmission timing so there would be
no collisions. The lack of a wired backchannel pre-
vented lake nodes from having an inter-packet in-
terval below 50ms.

Figure 2(a) shows the reception ratio distribu-
tion in the three testbeds on channel 26 with small
inter-packet intervals. About 55% of all node pairs
in the Mirage and university testbeds can communi-
cate, while 90% of the pairs in the lake testbed can
communicate. Of these communicating links, 19%
in Mirage are intermediate, 14% in the lake are in-
termediate, and 5% in the University are intermedi-
ate. These are all quite smaller than what has been
observed in other networks. Even the 19% in Mi-
rage is much less than the 50% reported for earlier
sensor platforms and the 58% reported for Roofnet.
Compared to these other networks, 802.15.4 has a
much sharper reception distribution. While there
are enough intermediate links that protocols can-
not ignore them, they do not dominate.

2.3 Time and Frequency Effects
Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show how the time interval

between packets affects the reception ratio distri-
bution. Increasing the IPI from 10ms to 1 second
increases the percentage of communicating links in
the university testbed that are intermediate from
5% to 19%. Mirage increases from 19% to 23% as
IPI increases from 10ms to 15s. As the reception
ratio is calculated over 200 packets, the packet in-
terval determines the measurement time: an inter-
val of 10ms takes 2 seconds, 1s takes 3 minutes, and
an interval of 15s takes 50 minutes.

Timing is not the only factor that affects link
distributions. Figure 3 shows how channel selection
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Figure 3: CDFs of link qualities in Mirage on Channels 16
and 26. The proportion of perfect links is more in channel
26 than in channel 16: 60% in 26 and 12% in 16 of all the
communicating links.

changes the PRR distribution in Mirage. Channel
16 has far fewer perfect links than channel 26: of
the communicating links, 60% are perfect in chan-
nel 26 while only 12% are perfect in channel 16.
Correspondingly, 35% of the communicating chan-
nel 16 links are intermediate, compared to 17% of
the channel 26 links.

These results lead to two major observations.
The first is that frequency affects link distributions.
While this is not surprising, learning why is an im-
portant step to better understanding wireless be-
havior. We defer this question to Section 5.

Second, and perhaps more interestingly, the per-
centage of intermediate links depends on the time
scale over which a protocol measures them. Over
shorter periods, links have a higher chance of being
perfect or non-existent. Over longer periods, their
chance of being intermediate increases. In the next
section, we examine this behavior more closely, find-
ing it is due to links on the edge of reception sensi-
tivity moving between poor and good states. As the
measurement period increases, so does the chance of
observing a transition. While this is a simple obser-
vation, it has deep implications for wireless protocol
design: it means that the data plane may observe
different link qualities than a control plane which
sends link measurement packets.
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(a) KW= 0, β = 1.
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(b) KW= 0.06, β = 0.8.
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(c) KW= 0.20, β = 0.5.
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(d) KW= 0.14, β = 0.3.

Figure 4: CPDFs with their corresponding KW-distances and β value. The ideal bimodal link is shown in (a), while (b)-(d)
are links observed in the Mirage testbed. The red horizontal line shows the overall reception ratio of the link. Positive X-axis
values are consecutive failures while negative X-axis values are consecutive failures.

3. BIMODAL RECEPTION
In this section, we examine intermediate links in

greater detail. Many intermediate links experience
exhibit bimodal reception: they go through periods
of good and poor link quality. As the inter-packet
interval increases, so does the chance of observing a
mode transition and therefore an intermediate link.
We define β, a metric to quantify this bimodal be-
havior. We measure how β changes as the inter-
packet interval increases. We see many Mirage links
have high β values over short time scales, denot-
ing correlated delivery successes and failures. As
the time between packets increases, β decreases and
packet deliveries appear more independent.

3.1 Conditional Delivery
Before we examine how links behave, we need a

way to describe their behavior. Conditional packet
delivery functions (CPDFs) provide a succinct way
to describe the durations of packet delivery correla-
tion [20]. The conditional packet delivery function
C(x) is the probability the next packet will succeed
given x consecutive packet successes (for x > 0)
or failures (for x < 0). For example, C(5) = 83%
means that the probability a packet will arrive after
five successful deliveries is 83%, while C(−7) = 18%
means that the probability after seven consecutive
losses is 18%.

Figure 4 shows four sample CPDFs. A link with
independent losses will have a flat CPDF: the prob-
ability of reception is independent of any history. In
contrast, a perfectly bimodal link – one which be-
tween perfect and non-existent – will have a CPDF
that looks like Figure 4(a).1

We calculated CPDFs by programming nodes on
the Mirage testbed to broadcast 100,000 packets
with an inter-packet interval of 10ms. A node did
1There is an inherent timescale assumption in this de-
scription: the modal shifts must be at an interval longer
than the CPDF x-axis range. Bimodal shifts are fast
enough to occur within the CPDF range make a link’s
losses look more independent.

not start its broadcasts until the one before it had
completed all 100,000. We used 100,000 packets
to provide reasonable confidence intervals to the
CPDF values. Each value in a CPDF has a min-
imum of 100 data points.2 Figures 4(b)-4(d) show
the CPDFs of three sample links.

Unlike autocorrelation, which quantifies the cor-
relation of a signal with a phase-shifted version of
itself, CPDFs quantify the conditional probability
of an event. As the reception ratio is typically nei-
ther 0% or 100% in bursts, modality shifts do not
have a regular periodicity and better resemble a ran-
dom process. Therefore, links in our experiments do
not have significant autocorrelation, and Allan de-
viation analyses are inconclusive. We defer a more
detailed discussion of the relationship to existing
metrics and statistical models to Section 8.

3.2 Kantorovich-Wasserstein
CPDFs distill a long vector of packet delivery

successes and failures into a concise representation
of burstiness. While CPDFs can give a good vi-
sual intuition of link behavior, we need to distill
bimodality down to a scalar value. To do so, we bor-
row an approach from our prior work [20] and use
the Kantorovich-Wasserstein (KW) distance [24] to
measure how close a CPDF is to the CPDF of the
ideal bimodal link (Figure 4(a)). In the rest of this
paper, When we refer to the distance of a link,
we mean the Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance to
the ideal bimodal link. A lower distance therefore
means a link is more bimodal.

The captions in Figure 4 include the distances
of the three example Mirage links. A CPDF that
is further from the ideal bimodal link has a larger
distance. Figure 4(d) has a larger distance than Fig-
ure 4(b) because the small number of data points
with negative x values have reasonably high recep-

2100 data points gives a worst case 95% confidence inter-
val of [p-0.1,p+0.1], where p is the empirical conditional
probability
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Figure 5: Two link edge cases. Independent links with high
or low reception ratios have a low distance but a β close to
0. Links with negative correlation have a β < 0 .

tion ratios.

3.3 β: The Bimodality Metric
While distance is a useful measure, it is not suf-

ficient to quantify bimodality. CPDFs often do not
have the same number of elements with positive and
negative x values. For example, consider a link with
a reception ratio of 90% whose packet deliveries are
independent. Figure 5(a) shows the CPDF of such
a link (synthetically generated with a random pro-
cess), where the conditional probability is for the
most part constant for all x. This hypothetical link,
however, has a low distance from the ideal bimodal
link: 0.1.

This low distance is because the link has many
data points for x > 0 and few for x < 0. The values
for x > 0 are very close to the bimodal link’s 100%
and there are many of them. The values for x < 0
are very far from the bimodal link’s 0%, but with a
packet reception ratio of 90%, the chances of many
consecutive losses is small.

As bimodal and independent reception are two
two ends of a spectrum, we quantify bimodality as
distance from the ideal bimodal link compared to an
independent link with the same PRR. For brevity,
we call this bimodality metric β:

β =
KW (I)−KW (C)

KW (I)

where KW () is distance from the ideal bimodal link,
C is the CPDF of the link in question, and I is the
CPDF of an independent link with the same PRR.

A perfectly bimodal link has a β=1, while a link
with independent deliveries has a β=0. To get a
sense of what β looks like, the captions in Figure 4
include the corresponding β values of the four ex-
ample links.

It is possible for a link to have a negative β value.
This happens when there is a negative correlation
in packet reception: as more packets are received
the next packet is more likely to fail and as more
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Figure 6: CCDF of intermediate link β values on the Mi-
rage testbed for different inter-packet intervals (up and to
the right means more bimodal). Larger inter-packet inter-
vals observe many more intermediate links, and these links
are less bimodal: at 10ms, the minimum intermediate link
β is≈0.85.
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Figure 7: CCDF of intermediate link β values in Mirage on
channel 16, which overlaps with a nearby 802.11 network.
Fewer than 15% of the links have β above 0.8 for any inter-
packet interval, even at an inter-packet interval of 10ms.
WiFi decreases bimodality.

packets are lost the next packet is more likely to
be received. Figure 5(b) shows the CPDF of link
we measured where the probability of next packet
succeeding decreases as more packets are received.
This can happen, for example, if bursts are so short
that a few packet receptions mean the end of the
burst is more likely to be near.

3.4 β Distributions
Now that we can quantify link bimodality, we can

examine the distribution of β values of intermediate
links to better understand how bimodal they are.
Figure 6 shows the complementary CDF (CCDF) of
β for intermediate Mirage links. This plot is from
the same data as in Figure 4. By subsampling each
100,000 (16 minute) packet trace, we can calculate
β for different inter-packet intervals.

Figure 6 shows that as the inter-packet interval
increases, β decreases. At an IPI of 10ms, 40% of
intermediate links have a β above 0.9. At 500ms
and 1s, however, less than 5% of the links have a β
this high. Furthermore, the percentage of links that
have a β close to zero increases as the inter-packet
interval increases: no links at 10 ms, 10% at 100ms
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(b) IPI=500ms
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Figure 8: Link-level reception ratio improvement of opportunistic transmissions over fixed rate transmissions in the Mirage
traces. The red curve shows the maximum possible improvement (a PRR of 100%). Increasing the probe interval to 500ms
improves greatly over 100ms, but 1 second does not improve much further
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Figure 9: Opportune transmissions improve the path ETX in Mirage (lower is better).

and 25% at 1 second.
Section 2 noted that PRR distributions in the

Mirage testbed differ based on channel. Figure 7
shows the cumulative distribution of the β-factor
in channel 16. The percentage of links with β >
0.8 is less than one third than that in the channel
26 experiment (Figure 6). In the Mirage testbed,
links on channel 16 are less bimodal than those on
channel 26. Section 5 investigates why the choice of
15.4 channel affects link bimodality.

3.5 Observations
This inverse relationship between the inter-packet

interval and β means that, sending packets further
apart decreases the correlation in their fate. This
correlation is in terms of both successful and failed
transmissions. In networks which exhibit high β
values, a failed packet transmission means that the
chances that an immediate retransmission will suc-
ceed is low. However, if a node waits long enough,
it will experience a small β, and the probability of
delivery will be independent of the prior loss.

A protocol that understands β can play the odds
of delivery, trading off latency to improve its com-
munication efficiency. The results in Figure 6 sug-
gest that waiting for 500ms represents the knee of
the efficiency benefit curve in the Mirage network.
The following section shows one way protocols can
improve their efficiency with this knowledge.

4. IMPROVING BIMODAL NETWORKS
This section presents an algorithm to increase the

reception ratio of bimodal links, thereby improving
network energy efficiency. A node sends packets
as quickly as possible until one is lost. When a
packet delivery fails, a node waits. This back-off
gives the next packet an independent chance of de-
livery. While pausing breaks the packet loss corre-
lation, sending packets back to back preserves the
correlation between packet successes, thus improv-
ing link quality. We call this approach opportune
transmissions, because a node takes advantage of
opportune moments of high reception. T

This section presents a trace-based evaluation of
our approach on the Mirage network, finding it can
elevate many intermediate links to be good, thereby
reducing end-to-end route costs of some routes by
up to 45%. Supporting the observations on β in
the prior section, we find the best back-off time for
Mirage to be 500ms.

4.1 Reception Ratio Improvement
As a first step in quantifying what effect oppor-

tune transmissions have on a network, we examine
how they change link reception ratios. For each link
in the 100,000 packet Mirage traces, we measure the
fixed period PRR of an inter-packet interval as if a
node tried to periodically transmit. We also mea-
sure the PRR if a node uses opportune transmis-



sions. On a packet delivery success, a node sends
back-to-back packets until a failure occurs. On a
failure, it waits until the next time the fixed pe-
riod algorithm would transmit. We use this variable
waiting period to a fixed point rather than waiting
for a fixed period, because the latter introduces sig-
nificant noise due to phase shifts. Both cases send
the same total number of packets.

Comparing fixed and opportune reception ratios
shows whether a node can improve its efficiency by
taking advantage of correlated successes. Figure 8
shows how opportune transmissions affect the ob-
served reception ratio at different inter-packet inter-
vals. Many links see improvements, some to near-
optimal levels, and a small number see small degra-
dations. For example, in Figure 8(b) two links with
fixed reception ratios of about 0.67 and 0.73 reach
a ratio very close to 1. Increasing the probe in-
terval garners larger reception ratio improvements
because it decreases the correlation of packet deliv-
ery failures. As the results in Section 3 indicated,
the knee of the curve in breaking correlations oc-
curs at 500ms, after which the improvements level
off. The leveling off is hard to see in Figure 8 due
to the density of points with high fixed reception
ratios, but later results show it more clearly.

4.2 End-to-End Path Improvement
Link improvements do not guarantee improve-

ments in end-to-end routes. It may be that the
improved links are irrelevant for low-cost routes.
Additionally, large improvements do not necessarily
lead to large gains: a 100% improvement from 0.1
to 0.2 is still a reception ratio of 0.2. We therefore
examine whether the link improvements observed in
Figure 8 translate to lower end-to-end costs.

Figure 9 compares the minimum-cost paths be-
tween all node pairs for fixed and opportune trans-
missions, where a link cost is its expected trans-
missions per delivery (ETX), or 1

PRR . For a probe
interval of 500ms, the mean improvement over all
paths is about 4.5% with the maximum reaching
45%. Overall, using opportunistic transmissions de-
creases the least-cost path for nearly all node pairs,
thus improving the network’s transmission efficiency.
While a 500ms pause observes significant improve-
ments over 100ms (note the larger number of links
with a fixed ETX of 2 and their downward shift),
increasing the value to 1 second does not see signif-
icant further improvements.

4.3 Lower Transmit Power
The end-to-end results so far have come from one

Mirage dataset where nodes transmitted at 0dBm.
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Figure 10: ETX improvements at -15dBm and a packet
interval of 500ms. A number of paths all experience a
constant shift ETX reduction of approximately 90%. This
suggests that they all shared a single link which opportune
transmissions improved greatly.

This gave a well connected network with a maxi-
mum path ETX of only 4. As a simple sanity check
of whether our observations have overfit to one par-
ticular network trace, we examine what happens in
a less connected network.

Figure 10 shows the CDF of end-to-end ETX re-
ductions when nodes transmitted at -15dBm. For
most paths, the reduction in ETX is small. For sev-
eral paths, however, the reduction is dramatic – up
to 90%! A linear shift of the data points in the lower
right of the figure suggests that a number of paths
have improved due to one link’s improvement. This
suggests that mesh protocols that seek to minimize
route cost can see significant benefits from even a
small number of link improvements.

4.4 Three Caveats
The end-to-end study carried out in this section

provides evidence that opportune transmissions can
reduce end-to-end costs, in some cases by over 90%.
While these results are inspiring, three aspects of
our methodology so far prevent us from generalizing
these results to real-world wireless protocols:

•While Figure 2 showed that 2 other 802.15.4 testbeds
see similar PRR distribution shifts to Mirage, gen-
eralizing our results to 802.15.4 networks as a whole
requires understanding the cause of bimodality and
whether it is common.

• Even if bimodality is a general phenomenon in
802.15.4, there are many other link layers. It could
be β is only relevant in 802.15.4. Understanding
which link layers have high β values and which do
not can provide a quantitative basis for when op-
portune transmissions are effective. Furthermore,
if the applicability is not uniform, this introduces
challenges in cleanly abstracting wireless to higher-
layer protocols.

• Data traces are not representative of real net-
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(b) Lake.
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(c) University.

Figure 11: Packet reception ratio versus received signal strength on channel 26 with IPI=50ms. Each data point is for a
directional node pair. The average RSSI is marked by circles and the error bars show one standard deviation. Overall,
RSSI and reception ratio correlation is similar across different testbeds with some outliers.

work traffic. In the traces of 100,000 broadcasts,
for example, each set of broadcasts (and therefore
link measurements) occurred 15 minutes apart, yet
when we compute minimum-cost paths we assume
they were taken at the same time. Furthermore, the
analysis so far assume a protocol has perfect knowl-
edge of whether a packet was delivered; in real net-
works a protocol must rely on possibly lossy link-
layer acknowledgements. Concluding whether op-
portune transmissions are beneficial requires mea-
suring a protocol on a real network.

The next 3 sections address these caveats in turn.

5. CAUSES OF BIMODALITY
This section examines what causes the bimodal-

ity we observe in the 802.15.4 testbeds. We find
that bimodal links are often links on the edge of
reception sensitivity, such that small 1-2dB swings
in signal strength significantly change the observed
packet reception ratio. Returning to the observa-
tion that channels 16 and 26 behave differently, we
find that low-rate 802.11b traffic can appear as in-
dependent packet losses and decrease β.

5.1 Received Signal Strength (RSSI)
Figure 11 plots the signal strength of received

packets of links against their reception ratio. In all
the three testbeds, there is a general trend with a
few outliers: if the mean received signal strength
(RSSI) is above -80dBm then the link is almost al-
ways good. The two exceptions to this rule occur in
the lake testbed, where there were people actively
moving between the nodes. Below this value, there
is a grey region of good, intermediate, and poor
links [26].

To better understand this grey region, we fol-
lowed Aguayo et al.’s methodology [1], wiring two
nodes together through a variable attenuator via
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Figure 12: PRR versus RSSI plots for two nodes connected
through a variable attenuator. The red line shows the noise
floor of the receiving node. Intermediate PRRs are within
1.5dB range.

shielded SMA cables. At each attenuation level (1
to 64dB) one node transmitted 100 packets with an
inter-packet interval of 50ms: the receiver logged
the RSSI and sequence number of received pack-
ets to flash (which limited the IPI to ≥50ms). We
measured background (hardware/AWGN) noise by
sampling the RSSI register of the CC2420 of both
nodes when there was no traffic. We calculated the
noise floor as the mode of these samples.

Figure 12 shows that there is a crisp RSSI/PRR
curve. The small error bars show that the RSSI
at each attenuation level was very stable. The re-
ceiver does not receive any packets below a signal
to noise ratio of 4dB. All of the intermediate PRRs
are within a 1.5 dBm range of -92 to -90.5dBm.
If the signal strength is close to the noise floor, a
1.5dB shift can change it from a good link to a bad
link and vice versa. We repeated this experiment
for two separate node pairs, and both near-identical
4dB signal-to-noise thresholds and intermediate link
windows of 1.5 dB.

But not all nodes have the same noise floor. In
the attenuator experiment, one node had a noise
floor of -98dBm and observed a good link at -92dBm;
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(a) Mirage, IPI = 10ms, Channel 26.
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(b) Mirage, IPI = 14s, Channel 26.

Figure 13: The plot shows mean, max and min RSSI ob-
served at different reception ratios. Each data point is a
bin of all links within a 10% range: the fourth data point,
for example, is 30-40%. RSSI is stable for short term traf-
fic and varies more over longer time periods.

the node in Figure 12 had a noise floor of -96dBm
and observed a good link at -90dBm. Across a large
network, this variation can be large. In the Mirage
testbed experiment in Figure 11(a), 5 nodes had
noise floors at -98dBm, 8 at -97dBm, 4 at -96dBm,
3 at -95dBm, 2 at -94dBm, 3 at -93dBm and 1 at
-92dBm. Therefore, even if every node observes
a crisp signal-to-noise/packet reception curve, the
threshold values for these curves are spread across
6dB. While the broad spread is partially due to the
fact that these are very inexpensive, low-power ra-
dios, examining datasets from the Roofnet 802.11b
mesh [1] we saw a 6dB spread in noise floors, albeit
with 80% of the nodes having the same value.

Noise floor variations only partly explain the grey
region. The grey region’s range (-85dBm to -96dBm:
11dB) is greater than the range of the noise floors (-
98dBm to -92dBm: 6dB). We believe this additional
5dB of range is due to an inherent measurement bias
common to all such studies: nodes only measure the
signal strength of received packets. If there are 6-
7dB changes in signal strength, then link may tran-
sition from good to non-existent, yet the receiver
will see only the RSSI of a good link. The compara-
tively short range and low bit rate of 802.15.4 means
it does not observe the same multipath inter-symbol
self-interference observed in Roofnet’s 802.11b [1].
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Figure 14: RSSI variation over time on a single link. The
noise floor at the receiver node was -94dBm. The recep-
tions at -90dBm form dense clumps, while the receptions
at -91dBm are sparsely scattered.

Nevertheless, we cannot definitively explain the en-
tire width of the grey region, and leave such inves-
tigations to future work with software radios.

Figure 13 is a plot for the Mirage testbed show-
ing the minimum, mean and the maximum standard
deviations of RSSI of different reception ratios for
inter-packet intervals of 10ms and 14s. With 10ms
intervals, the average standard deviation is below
1dB across all PRRs for all links and the maximum
is 1.5dB. With 14 second intervals, the average stan-
dard deviation is more than 1dB for all links with
a reception ratio above 0.1 and the maximum is as
high as 4.2dB.

The stability of RSSI over short time spans and
its variation over longer time spans suggests that
the channel variations may be the cause of bimodal-
ity. Figure 14 shows a detailed look at the RSSI for
a sequence of received packets for an intermediate
link. While most of the received packets have an
RSSI above -91dBm, a few are as low as -93dBm. If
a link is near the cusp of reception sensitivity, then
slight variations can cause packet losses and make
the link intermediate. Clustered receptions such as
these are common in high β links, and are a dom-
inant cause of link bimodality. RSSI shifts of this
kind are typical of all but the most controlled en-
vironments, either due to environmental effects [21]
or simple multipath fading.

5.2 Bimodality and Interference
Figure 3 and Figure 6 showed that Mirage had

more intermediate links on channel 16 than 26. The
university testbed observed a similar shift, while we
found channel choice did not affect the link distri-
bution in the lake testbed. In Mirage, this change
in link distribution is accompanied by much lower
β values on channel 16 than 26. This change in β is
due to interfering 802.11 transmissions. Channel 16
is in the middle of 802.11b channel 6, while channel
26 is outside the spectrum used by 802.11b [25].



Figure 15: High frequency noise samples on channels 16
(top) and 26 (bottom) in Mirage. No 802.15.4 nodes were
transmitting. Channel 16 shows large spikes while channel
26 is quiet.

Figure 15 shows 1kHz RSSI samples at a sin-
gle node on channels 16 and 26 in Mirage. There
were no 802.15.4 transmissions during these mea-
surements. While channel 16 shows large spikes,
channel 26 shows none. Because these spikes of
802.11 traffic are independent of 802.15.4 transmis-
sions, they appear to 802.15.4 nodes as indepen-
dent packet losses. The university testbed also has
nearby 802.11b, and therefore observes observes sim-
ilar external interference. The lake testbed, in con-
trast, has very little 802.11 interference and so bi-
modality is independent of the channel used.

Section 3 found Mirage nodes on channel 16 saw
fewer links with β > 0.8 than on channel 26. While
channel 16 observes similar RSSI shifts to channel
26, external interference decreases bimodality.

6. OTHER LINK LAYERS
Sections 4 showed that opportune transmissions

improve link and end-to-end path quality in the Mi-
rage datasets. None of these results indicate whether
high β links occur in other link layers. This section
analyzes 802.11b packet traces from recent SIGCOMM
publications, one from the Roofnet project at MIT [1]
and the other from Charles Reis at the University
of Washington [23]. The Roofnet dataset is a large-
scale outdoor 802.11b mesh, while the Washington
dataset is a small indoor testbed. We measure β
using these traces and compute the link as well as
end-to-end efficiency improvements.

6.1 Roofnet: Outdoor 802.11b
Figure 16 shows the complementary CDF of β

values from the 1Mbps and 11Mbps Roofnet SIG-
COMM packet traces. At 11Mbps, about 20% of
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Figure 16: Complementary CDFs of β for links in the
11Mbps and 1Mbps Roofnet data (up and to the right is
more bimodal). 11Mbps links are highly bimodal, while
1Mbps links show very low β values. This suggests that
1Mbps data will not benefit from opportune transmissions
and that 11Mbps data will.

the links have a β of 0.8 or higher. At 1Mbps, on
the other hand, less than 2% of the links have β
above 0.8. Furthermore, 40% of the 1Mbps links
observe a negative β value, indicating a negative
correlation between past and future packet events.
While high β values are not unique to 802.15.4, not
all networks exhibit them.

To test whether opportune transmissions reduce
path cost in Roofnet, we ran the same link qual-
ity experiment from Section 4 on the Roofnet data.
Figures 17(a) and 17(b) show how opportune trans-
missions affect link quality. The 11Mbps data, hav-
ing many links with high β values, benefits from op-
portune transmissions. The 1Mbps data set, in con-
trast, sees many links whose quality degrades with
opportune transmissions. This is due to negative β
values: bursts reduce the probability of delivery.

Figures 18 and 19 show results for end-to-end
ETX effects. 1Mbps is consistent with the link im-
provement results and shows that few paths im-
prove while most degrade due to the decrease of
link packet reception ratio. On the other hand, the
11Mbps paths shows average improvement of about
6% with a maximum improvement of 54%: this re-
sults are very similar to those in Mirage.

6.2 Washington: Indoor 802.11b
The Washington testbed is interesting because

it is located inside a building where there are many
sources of interference (e.g people, microwave ovens,
and building-wide 802.11). Figure 17(c) shows the
link quality improvement for the 8 1Mbps links with
an IPI of 450ms. One of the intermediate links ex-
periences a 200% increase in reception ratio (0.2 to
0.6). The small number links and single-hop na-
ture of the experiment precludes computing end-to-
end costs or β distributions. However, this data
suggests that if more nodes are deployed and each
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(a) 1Mbps Roofnet
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(b) 11Mbps Roofnet
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(c) 1Mbps Washington

Figure 17: While 1Mbps Roofnet sees many links degrade with opportune transmissions, 11Mbps Roofnet and Washington
both observe significant link improvements. The Roofnet results are consistent with the low β values in Figure 16.
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Figure 18: Opportune transmissions do not decrease end-
to-end ETX in Roofnet at 1Mbps.
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Figure 19: Opportune transmissions decrease end-to-end
ETX in Roofnet at 11Mbps. Some routes see 50% reduc-
tions in cost.

node were a sender, we would see end-to-end path
ETX reduction in the opportune transmissions ap-
proach. At 1Mbps, Roofnet sees no benefit from
transmitting opportunely, but the 1Mbps Washing-
ton testbed has noticeable improvements.

Overall, we can conclude that high β values are
not unique to 802.15.4, and therefore opportune
transmissions may have broader applicability. How-
ever, as not all link layers observe high β values, ex-
perimental studies can aide in deciding whether op-
portune transmissions bring improved results (11Mbps
Roofnet, Washington) or hamper the network’s ef-
ficiency (1Mbps Roofnet). So far, results show that
opportune transmission can provide decrease trans-
mission cost in a variety of network scenarios. The
next section presents a real-world evaluation.

7. PROTOCOL IMPROVEMENTS

Taking advantage of high-β links can reduce path
costs and improve energy efficiency. So far, our re-
sults have been based on packet traces. This section
examines how a protocol can use opportune trans-
missions to improve its energy efficiency. Chang-
ing a single constant in TinyOS 2.0’s Collection
Tree Protocol (CTP) [11] implementation reduces
its end-to-end delivery costs by 15%.

7.1 CTP
The Collection Tree Protocol (CTP) is the stan-

dard TinyOS 2.0 data collection protocol. CTP
provides an anycast service to data sinks using a
distance vector protocol which chooses the mini-
mum cost (transmission) route. While CTP seeks
to provide high reliability using a high retransmis-
sion counts and an agile link estimator, it provides
neither end-to-end reliability nor flow control.

At the single-hop level, CTP uses a timer to con-
trol when it sends packets. The timer institutes a
waiting period before the next transmission. CTP
uses two timer values to regulate data rates. The
first, the success interval, is how long CTP waits
after it sends a packet and it receives the link-layer
acknowledgement. The second, the no-ack interval,
is how long CTP waits after it sends an unacknowl-
edged packet. For the 802.15.4 MAC in TinyOS,
both intervals are 16-31ms, which is approximately
1-2 packet times.

To examine whether opportune transmissions can
improve CTP’s efficiency, we modified CTP’s no-
ack interval to be a fixed 500ms. We made this
change to CTP from TinyOS release 2.0.2.

7.2 Results
To measure how the effect of this change, we ran

CTP on 80 nodes in the Intel Mirage testbed at two
transmission power levels. Each node generated a
data packet every 10 seconds. CTP had a single
collection root, located at one corner of the network.
Each node sent 128 packets, for a total run time
of 21 minutes and 10,240 packets. Because CTP



-7dBm -15dBm
Immediate 4.73 6.71
Opportune 4.02 5.65
Reduction 15% 15%

Figure 20: Affects that opportune transmissions have on
the average routing cost (transmissions/delivery) for CTP
at two transmit power levels. Opportune transmissions re-
duce the average cost by 15%.

discovers topology quickly, we measured receptions
once every node had delivered a packet to the root:
in every case the counts begin at the fifth packet.

We measured routing cost by logging every packet
reception and transmission to Mirage’s wired backchan-
nel. By counting the number of transmissions and
dividing by the number of unique packets the root
receives, we can measure the average number of
transmissions per delivery. We count unique pack-
ets because multiple copies of a packet can arrive
at the root due to duplication in the network (this
happens to approximately 1% of packets).

Figure 20 shows the results. By waiting 500 mil-
liseconds after an unacknowledged packet, CTP’s
average delivery cost drops by 15%. This is larger
than the results in Section 4, which calculated aver-
age improvements over an entire network to be small
(2-4%). This difference stems from the time scale
of the experiments. The trace-based results in Sec-
tion 4 measured the minimum cost path based on
the PRR of an entire trace, while CTP may change
its next hop as often as every five data packets. As
high β values cause links to come and go, CTP can
dynamically take advantage of active good links.

To measure the distribution of path effects, we
measured the difference in single-hop and route ETX
for each node. A node’s single-hop ETX is the num-
ber of packets it transmitted divided by the num-
ber that were acknowledged 3. A node’s path ETX
is the transmission count across the entire network
for packets it originated, divided by the number of
unique packets received at the collection root.

Figure 21 shows the results. Overall, the link im-
provements are negligible. While 20% of the−15dBm
nodes observe improvements of 10% or more, just
as many -7dBm nodes observe a 10% degradation.
The average improvement at -15dBm is 1.2%, while
at -7dBm the average is a 0.5% degradation.

Despite these anemic link-layer results, both power
levels see significant end-to-end improvements. A
small number of nodes see large (≈100%) degrada-

3As false positive acknowledgements are < 0.1% of pack-
ets and uniformly distributed, we ignore them for sim-
plicity.
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Figure 21: CDF of ETX improvements at the first hop and
end-to-end. The average link improvement is ±1%, but
the average end-to-end improvement is ≈15%. The large
end-to-end degradations reflect a few nodes having differ-
ent length routes in the two experiments.

tions because they have 2-hop, rather than 1-hop,
routes. Because the two experiments ran at differ-
ent times, it is hard to determine if these changes
were due to opportune transmissions or the under-
lying channel. Nevertheless, these outliers are more
than made up for by nodes whose routes shorten
or become more efficient: the 80th percentile sees
route cost reductions of 34-42%. This causes an
overall improvement of 15%.

For the high-power CTP experiment, the maxi-
mum observed end-to-end packet latency when trans-
mitting opportunely was 4 seconds; in the low-power
experiment it was 25 seconds. All packets arrived
in under 1 second with immediate transmissions.

CTP’s route selection explains the seemingly con-
trary link layer and end-to-end results. While the
average link-layer improvement is close to zero, nodes
do not have a uniform transmission load. In seeking
the minimum-cost path, CTP automatically selects
nodes with improved links. Even though opportune
transmissions only improve 40% of the links in the
network, higher layer protocols then preferentially
use these links, leading to significant overall im-
provements. This result echoes what was observed
in Figure 10, where a single link improvement re-
duced a number of routes by 80% or more.

Because CTP has no rate control or feedback,
the bursty pattern of opportune transmissions may
cause more more queue overflows. Contrary to intu-
ition, opportune transmissions reduced the number
of queue drops by 60–77%. Looking at the code,
we found that every queue drop was due to a mem-



ory leak in CTP, where it would leak a forwarding
packet when it suppressed a duplicate. Pausing af-
ter failures causes CTP to detect fewer duplicates,
so it leaks fewer packets. Examining the traces,
we calculated that without this memory leak nei-
ther version would have dropped any packets due
to queue overflows. The end-to-end reception ratios
in all experiments were 96-97%.

Transmitting opportunely has an additional en-
ergy benefit besides reducing the total number of
packet transmissions. To operate at a low duty
cycle, wireless sensors keep their radio off most of
the time, periodically turning it on long enough to
hear channel activity. [22]. To wake up a receiver,
a transmitter sends a packet long enough for a re-
ceiver to sample. As opportune transmissions are
more likely to send bursts of packets, they can au-
tomatically amortize this wakeup cost over multiple
packets. Measuring the possible benefit of this ef-
fect is future work.

8. RELATED WORK AND CONCLUSION
Starting from the observation that measurement

durations affect link PRR distributions, this paper
traces the causes of this behavior and whether it
is commonly observed in wireless networks. It pro-
poses transmitting opportunely as one way to take
advantage of this behavior. By simply adjusting
when it sends a packet, a node can improve link re-
ception ratios by up to 80%, thereby reducing end-
to-end delivery costs by 10%, with some nodes ob-
serving reductions over 40%.

Early work on wireless sensornet included many
experimental studies on the behavior of low-power
radios in the 433MHz and 915MHz bands [30, 12].
This work led to two major conclusions that have
since become principal considerations in low-power
protocol design. First, most node pairs that can
communicate have intermediate links [30]; second,
link asymmetry is common. While 802.15.4 exhibits
both phenomena, Section 2 showed far fewer in-
termediate links and our prior studies showed that
large asymmetries are uncommon [25].

Cerpa et al. found that early sensornet 916MHz
radios [6] had much stronger correlations between
packet successes than failures, an observation which
our 802.15.4 results do not agree with. As Section 2
showed, modern low-power radios exhibit very dif-
ferent behavior than these early platforms and there-
fore call for different solutions. Some MAC layers
resemble opportune transmissions in their behavior.
For example, 802.11b’s exponential backoff in re-
sponse to dropped acknowledgements can been seen
as a logarithmic search for a good pause interval.

But MAC layers operate on time scales that are or-
ders of magnitude smaller than β: neither 802.15.4
nor 802.11b backs off 500ms.

Our observation that wireless links have a strong
temporal component is not new: Roofnet and many
of the above sensornet studies observed similar be-
havior. The challenges caused by the combination
of correlated loses like those in Section 2, as well
as independent losses like those observed on the
SNR/PRR knee in Figure 11 , led Noble et al. to
propose a suite of link estimators, some of which
flip-flop between different estimation time scales [18].
Some sensornet link estimators take similar approaches [28].
There is also work in modeling packet burstiness in
wired LANs, for example, with packet trains [16].

While there is a long history of modeling wireless
links as n-state or n-stage Markov models [4, 13],
the variety and complexity of CPDFs we observe
show that these models can capture some, but not
all of the important behaviors in wireless networks.
Furthermore, we do not go so far as to model com-
munication based on CPDFs. At the very least,
we have yet to look into how bimodal shifts across
different node pairs are correlated (something the
Markov models typically ignore), an area of future
work we are very interested in.

This paper differs from all of this prior work in
one critical way. Rather than assume that a link has
a packet reception ratio, which must be measured,
it explores how a protocol can adjust its packet tim-
ing in order to influence the reception ratio it ob-
serves. The PRR depends on how and when a pro-
tocol measures it. As few real protocols send pack-
ets at uniform and fixed rates, basing decisions on
such measurements is problematic. Instead, data
traffic itself should be used to measure links. Fur-
thermore, by controlling data traffic timing through
opportune transmissions, protocols can trade off la-
tency for efficiency, boosting their PRR.

As opportune transmissions can introduce large
swings in end-to-end latency, they will disrupt some
protocols which seek to measure it, such as TCP.
This problem is not new: ExOR notes that its packet
batches create the same challenge, and advocates
edge protocol proxies to smooth the traffic [3]. Us-
ing opportune transmissions, however, a protocol
can avoid these latency by changing the next hop
destination after a single loss; this provides another
mechanism to trade off latency and efficiency. A
better understanding of the spatial correlation of
link modal shifts will enable us to gauge the tradeoff
between opportune receptions and opportune trans-
missions; the effectiveness of ExOR certainly sug-
gests that the correlation is not strong.



These results suggest we should rethink how we
think about, model, and design protocols for wire-
less networks. Protocols do not only need to de-
cide where to send a packet, they also need to de-
cide when to send a packet: the packet loss rate
between two nodes is not independent of packet
timing. Barring opportune reception schemes, lost
packets are wastes of the wireless channel: if the
link layer wishes to maximize its throughput, it may
want to use opportune transmissions when schedul-
ing packets. Rather than retry a failed packet im-
mediately, a node can send packets with other des-
tinations for a suitable pause interval. While these
timing decisions are probably best handled at the
MAC layer, network layers may wish to choose dif-
ferent destinations if there may be a large latency.
“Cross-layer design”is often praised as an important
technique for improving wireless networks: β pro-
vides strong evidence that simple information flow
on packet timing has significant benefits.
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